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Abstract 

This paper presents the coverage control with mobile 
anisotropic sensor networks. Energy and communica-tion  
cost of each mobile sensor are considered. Moreover, it is 
assumed that each agent is equipped with omni-directional 
communication capability. A distributed control algorithm 
based on gradient descent is also proposed to bring robots 
to the region of interest. Simulations illustrate the result. 

1 Introduction 

Deploying mobile sensor is advantageous compared to 
static sensor network. It holds a promise to be the next 
network generations with small low power mobile devices 
that operate in a distributed manner. This technology is 
stimulated by the development of relatively cheap 
communication, computation, and sensing devices. 
Applications that can be realized using this technology are 
environtmental monitoring, surveillance, safety, searching, 
and many more. 

In this paper, a network of mobile sensors is considered. 
This network consists of mobile vehicles which in the 
following will be refered to as agents and are equipped with 
sensors to obtain local information. 

Researches related to corporating agents has been gen-
erally explained, see [1],[2]. Utilizing local information to 
achieve global objective is also described, see [1]. Related 
to this work, there are various objective that many 
researchers focus on, one of them is coverage problem 
which is also the objective of this paper. Many of them 
often consider agent as omni-directional model, see 
[4],[7],[8]. However, many common and cheap devices do 
not meet this specification in practice (e.g. camera, radar, 
microphone, visual based robot). Therefore, in this paper, it 
is considered limited-range anisotropic sensor models 
introduced in [3], and[5]. 

Motion coordination algorithms being used should also 
include power consideration to reduce the probability of 

single agent due to lack of power. Therefore, we consider a 
current power state in the model and present power-aware 
coverage algorithm to drive the mobile sensors to the region 
of interest. This algorithm also dynamically controls the 
sensing range of an agent depends on its power state. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. This in-
troduction is followed by section (II), in which the problem 
is formulated and the agent model is described. In section 
(III), we present the power-aware coverage metric algo-
rithm which will be proved in section (IV) by utilizing 
gradient descent flows. In addition, we consider communi-
cation cost in section (V). The simulation results presented 
in section (VI) supplement the discussion of the previous 
section, and section (VII) concludes this paper. 

2 Problem Formulation 

 2.1 Region of Interest 

Let �  be defined as a polyhedron in �� . Furthermore, a 
density function ���� � � 	 �
  defines the level of 
interest or events in �. Regions with large value of � are 
regions of higher chances of finding a target. ���� satisfies ���� � �  for all ���  and � ���� � �� . Let � ����� � ���  be the position of the N agents and � ����� � ��� be the orientation. 
2.2 Sensor Model 

In polyhedron �, an agent is modeled by its position ��   and 
its orientation ��. Each sensor has limited sensory domain ��  with sensing range from 0 to ��  (max) and sensing 
direction from  0 to �� (max). The sensing ability declines 
along the radial distance and the radial angle. Moreover, the 
maximum sensing range ������ is influenced by embodied 
energy ��. The region outside ��  can not be sensed. 
2.3 Energy Consumption Model 

A related work on energy balancing, see[4] introduces 
weighted metrics which is used to analyze the energy 
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content of each agent ��. In this paper, we use the analogy 
of multiplicatively weighted. Basically, it means that the 
ownership of a free point � is changed over as a result of 
updating ��  and �� . This subsection will be explained in 
more detail in section III. 

 

Fig.1 Sensor Model 

2.4 Optimal Coverage Formulation 

A Maximized probability of detecting events indicates that 
deployed mobile sensors have covered the regions of 
interest. Therefore, the joint probability needs to be used in 
order to determine whether an event is occuring at q or not 
by any of the agents. 

���� �� �� �� � � � !� � �����"�
�#�

� ��� 
Then we can analyze the optimal coverage problem by 
maximizing the objective function defined by 

$��� �� �� � % �������� �� �� ����� � �&� 
In this case, the controllable variables are the state of �� � 
and �. 

3 Power-Aware Coverage Metric 

Here we introduce a power-metric control law to achieve 
coverage by mobile network. Since we have to consider the 
capacity of the embodied energy Ei which influences the 
sensing performance of sensor i, then it is necessary to 
modify the sensor model as follows : 

����� � ' (�� � ������)
��*� � +����,-.+�� /0�����123456/74

8 � �9� 
where ������ � :;:<=> �,-. � �� �!�� ��" ? � , and *� �!�+� +". To be more detailed, �� � @� � ��@ 

*� � ABCD� E�� � ����ABC �� � CFG ���@� � ��@ H 

It is assumed that each agent has an ”energy 
content”quantified by ���!�� �,-."  ? � . Let IJ  be 
weigthing factor for energy consumption characteristic. 
Mathematically, the energy consumption itself is modeled 
as follows : 

�KL �2� � IJ ����,-.� �@��@� M @��@��� �N� 
In other words, the objective function will depends on how 
the status of sensor i ��� � ���  relatively to q is and how 
”charged” it is. 

In the previous work [3], the kinematic model is introduced 

as follows, ���2 M �� � ���2� M O��2� � �P� ���2 M �� � ���2� M Q��2� � �R� 
where O��2� and Q��2� are the control input for the position 
and the orientation of sensor i respectively. 

Here we propose a new control input corporating topower-
aware coverage metric algorithm : 

O��2� � S2 E&IJT���� ��,
��,-.UH
D� V$V���2� � �W� 

Q��2� � S2 E&IJT���� ��,
��,-.UH
D� V$V���2� � �X� 

where S2  is a step size that should be properly chosen, T���� � � ������YZ�;  and [ � �. 
It means that as an input both O��2� and Q��2� are controlled 
by actual condition of the agent such as energy status �� and 
sensing area T����. If the sensing area or energy status of 
agent i is small, then O��2� or Q��2� will be gained. 

4 Power-Aware Gradient Descent Flows 

We show that the control algorithm presented in the 
previous section is gradient descent algorithm that 
maximizes F in (2). In this section we show and prove 
power-aware control algorithms that maximizes F in (2). 
We assume that the motion of each sensor can be fully 
controlled as �KL � O� and �KL � Q�. O� and Q� are described in 
(7) and (8). We consider energy dynamics in (4). 

It has been shown analogically [4] that the chosen energy 
dynamics (4) result in an asymptotical decrease of Ei: 

���2� � �,-.�
� M �,-. � V$V���7�� �7\]
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To show that the control laws (7) and (8) are gradient 
descent algorithms for F, we compute the gradient and Lie 
derivative of (2). 

Theorem 1 : Let F be given by (2). Consider vector field _ �  �_�� ` ` ` _�� , where _� �  �_a;� _b; � _:; �  for / c  ��� ` ` ` � d�` Then, the Lie derivative of F with respect to 
X 

ef$ � IJgE&��,
��,-.U % ������YZ�; � ����,-.� V$V���2�H
�
�#�

 

...���� 
is greater than or equal to 0, where ��  is function of ��  and ��. 
Proof : The Lie derivative of F with respect to X 

Becomes 

gh_a; V$V���2� M _b; V$V���2� M _:; V$V���2�i
�
�#�

� � ���� 
Let define vector field X by (4),(7) and (8) respectively. 
This substitution leads to : 

gE&IJT���� ��,
��,-.U � IJ ��
�
�,-.� V$V���2�H � �

�
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Next, we show that &T���� :;<:<=>j � klk:;�\� � � as follows : 

V$V�� � % ���� !� � �m���"mZ�;
& �*� � +����,-.+��YZ�;  

(�� � ������) h��,-.�,-.i �� 
Note that I�d�  implies that agent i can only sense its 

neighbors. Since n !� � �m���"mZ�; o �  and �p;Dq�j�r<=>q�j o � , 
then we will have an expression as follows : 

&% ���� E ���,-.� � �� �,-.�,-.HYZ�; �� � V$V��  
Since  

� ���� s :;:<=>jtYZ�; �� � � ���� s :;:<=>j � �� r<=>:<=>tYZ�; ��,  
then it leads us to 

E &��,�,-.�H% ����YZ�; �� � V$V�� 
Observe that V$uV2 � �. Since [ � �, it guarantees that 
the objective function will be maximized. The set of points ��KL � �KL � �KL � ��� where ef$ � � is given by 

s(�KL � �vGw�KL � �vGw�K � �L )Bx�� � �t 
Remark 1 : The above continuous calculation should be 
discretized in order to make it computable by each sensor 
by using similar method in [8]. A Proper step size should be 
chosen. 

5 Coverage with Communication Cost 

 5.1 Communication Energy Model 

In a two-layer data collection network, the cost of 
communication which mainly comes from the power 
consumption for wireless transmision is y��2� � *� M*�@�/�2� � �z�2�@m�where j is the closest agent or point 
from i. *�  is the energy consumed by transmitter and 
receiver electronics and *�  is energy dissipated in the 
transmitted op-amp every second. For I � & , *� ��X�d{u|/2and *� � ���{u|/2u[&` 
Here we assume that 5����� is proportional to the frequency 
that events are detected. *} is also defined as the amount of 
data forwarded when a sensor detects an event 
(bit/detection). 

5����� � *}% ��������� �� � �� � ������; ���&� 
Combining them to previous energy consumption model 
will result in , 

�.KL �2� � �6a�KL �2� � 6~g5��2�y��2� ���
�#�

���9�
6a  and 6~  are weight that can be interpreted as 
consumption comparison between energy for motion and 
communication. Meanwhile, � indicates the relationship of 
communication among agents. Therefore, we can analyze 
this condition by adding communication cost in energy 
consumption model 

5.2 Optimal Coverage Problem with Communication 
Cost  

The objective function considering the communicationcost 
then can be expressed as : {��� �� �� � 6�$��� �� �� �6��������N�
where 6�  and 6�  are weighting factors which can 
beinterpreted as reward for detecting and price of 
consuming energy respectively. ���� � � 5�����y������#� . 

An algorithm about this case is introduced in [8] for omni-
directional sensor model. Each sensor uses gradient descent 
algorithm to control motions with  V{uV��  replacing V$uV��  , where control inputs have been selected according 
to relationship set � . After that, we can compare every 
current calculated communication cost to its forward cost to 
determine the most efficient and shortest communication 
path in every motion by applying learning step in [8]. 



6 Simulation 

Simulation is consisted of three finite energy limited range 
anisotropic agents in specific observed area with region of 
interest ���� � N� � �`���� � �\�� . �\  or region of 
interest is located in the center of observed area. We also 
implemented distributed control algorithm. 

6.1  Power-Aware Coverage Metric 

Agents will cover area Q of 400 x 600 (meter), where �\ �  !&��� 9��". Maximum energy content �,-. is 500 J 
which implies maximum sensing range �,-.  of a mobile 
sensor becomes 100 meter. Sensing model ability is defined 
by (3) where the maximum sensing angle range + � �uN. 
The initial position, orientation and energy content of each 
mobile sensor are as follows : 

Agent 1 :�� � !��� ��"� �� ���� �� � P��{�
Agent 2 : �� = [10, 500];�� = �� ;�� = 400{; 
Agent 3 : �} = [390, 50];�}= ^��;�} = 300{; 
The result of applying the proposed control laws (7),(8) are 
shown Fig.2. The agents move and rotate until they reach 
their optimal configuration which is indicated in the 
maximized objective function shown Fig.3. However, they 
needed to consider their energy condition such that each of 
them used energy effectively. Selecting the next step does 
not only depend on the position of the agent, but also 
depend on its direction and its current energy condition. 
Moreover, when the agents are in certain condition such 
that their sensing area are overlapped each other, then one 
agent needs to consider other agents position in its 
neighborhood as one of several factors to decide its next 
step. In Fig.4, we can notice that the total energy has been 
succesfully used effectively. In the same initial condition 
and environtment, utilizing this proposed algorithm, it 
reduces around 60 % compared to previous algorithm 
where energy condition is not considered. 

Fig. 2. (a) Trajectories of the mobile sensor; (b) Evolution 
nof the orientations of the mobile sensors. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Objective function evolution using the proposed 
control laws. The agents move such that the objective 

function is maximized 

Fig. 4. Energy consumed evolution comparison between the 
previous control laws (without considering energy 

condition) and the proposed control laws. 

 

6.2  Coverage with Communication Cost 

In the same characteristic of observed area, three agents are 
located near to the base station �]��] � !�� �"� �� �!��� ��"� �� � !��� 9�"� �} � !��� P�"�`  The initial 
energy content is similar to the previous simulation and *} � 9&  bits/detection. It is assumed that 6~ � �`���X 
and 6a � 6~ � �`
Two simulations are shown to compare how the new 
approach work. In the first case, no communication cost is 
considered in motion decision �6� � �� 6� � ��`  In the 
second case, both sensing coverage and communication cost 
are considered �6� � � � 6�� 6� � �`&�` 
The comparison of those two cases shown in Fig.5.a shows 
the amount of saved energy of communication cost for 
using new approach. Fig. 5.b shows the evolution of the 
frequency of the total transfered bits. Before achieving local 
optimum coverage, the motion of agents in the second case 
considered to reduce communication cost so that the 
detected events are fewer. However, when local optimum 
coverage is achieved, the motion of agents in the first case 
need more power to transfer bits. So that, the sensing area 
reduces faster than the second case agents which have 



already found a better configuration to reduce 
communication cost. 

Fig. 5. (a) The total energy for communication cost 
difference between case I to case II, indicating that case II 
saves more energy (b) Total frequency of bits detection 

(c),(d) and (e) are the power evolution during simulation of 
agent I, II and III respectively. 

7 Conclusion 

We have developed a distributed coverage control scheme 
for mobile network. The energy finite and limited-range 
anisotropic sensors may differ one to another. The 
algorithm is implemented on each sensor so that the 
objective function is maximized. The presented algorithm 
gives advantage of reducing total energy consumption. We 
also incorporate communication cost which is modeled as 
power consumption to deliver data. We modify the previous 
objective and add short path algorithm for data transfer. In 
the future, considering the three dimensional observed area 
will also be useful in order to tackle any problems in the 
odd field. 
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